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"Let Your Head Rest In My Hand. I Got You."
Watching the film...

three clear sections
key events in each one.

Moonlight is split into

summarise

the

- i. Little, ii. Chiron, and iii. Black. Briefly

What effect do these three sections, in which Chiron is played by a different actor each
time, have on the audience? What do we learn about Chiron by seeing him portrayed by

three different performers ?
The film approaches

masculinity

black

throughout all three

sections. Summarise what we see of it
in each section. What do you think

director , Barry Jenkins ,

is trying to

say about the way black men are
portrayed in film?

The film also tackles the experiences
of

black gay men .

Pick an example

from each section of the film and
explain how Jenkins captures the
difficulties Chiron faces.

water is a recurring
change or transition in Chiron's life.
Throughout the film,

Select

two moments

motif. It is often used to symbolise a moment of

where water is key to the scene and explain its importance. Also try

to explain how Jenkins uses cinematic techniques to create these moments.
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"You Know The Rule: It's All Love And Pride In This House."
Watching the film...

WATCH :

BARRY JENKINS — With the team that made Moonlight | TIFF 2016 (25 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDa1IHqQdWk

Playwright , Tarell McCraney

stated that when he was a child, he was trying to learn how

to ride his bike and, after failing repeatedly, a local drug dealer stepped in and helped him.
Moonlight is full of characters who break their commonly portrayed

stereotypes .

Why is this

important to the film? Try to refer to an example from the film in your answer.

Juan is a

huge influence

in Chiron's life. For the better and the worst. Start off with the

better - explain how Juan provides a

positive impact

on Chiron's life. Try to refer to

specific examples from the film. Then look at how he also

How do you feel about Juan's death happening

negatively impacts

off-screen

his life.

and between sections? Why do

you think Jenkins made this choice?

Chiron effectively experiences

two families

in the film. His mother, Paula, and her

relationship with drugs. And Juan and Teresa who take him in whenever he needs them.

Think about how Jenkins

Start with

establishes

Paula's home .

each of these families and homes.

Using examples from the film, discuss how

Jenkins creates a space where Chiron feels neither safe nor loved.
Think about camera use, set design, lighting and narrative.

Now think about

Teresa and Juan's home .

Again, referring to

examples from the film, discuss how Jenkins creates a place of safety
and love. Think about the techniques above or any others you can think
of
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"In Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue"
Making the film...

READ :

‘Moonlight’ Glow: Creating the Bold Color and Contrast of Barry Jenkins’
Emotional Landscape

https://www.indiewire.com/2016/10/moonlight-cinematography-color-barry-jenkinsjames-laxton-alex-bickel-1201740402/

Colour

is very important throughout the film

and the filmmakers were keen to capture and
create bright, vivid images.

The film captures Chiron's harsh life in an
impoverished area in Miami but paints the
landscape in bright blues and vivid greens. Why
do you think that Jenkins and

his

cinematographer, James Laxton,

chose to do

this?

The film does very interesting things with the
the opening scene, the camera

circles

third section of the film, the camera is

movement of the camera .

For example, in

around the drug deal and, at the beginning of the

attached

to the inside of Chiron's car door, giving

only a sense of movement outside of the car window as we watch the world go by.

What impact do these

dynamic camera movements

have on the audience? Select one of

the above examples and then choose another example of your own from the film and
explain.

Jenkins has spoken about the way he sometimes had the actors perform

camera ,

directly to the

thus putting the audience between the characters as they talked. Why do you

think he did this and what

effect

does it have on the scenes?
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Media Studies: Analysis of media texts

Analyse how relevant key aspects of media literacy have been used in the
above poster. Make at least 5 developed points and refer to at least two
key aspects.

